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This document clarifies legal circumstances within the “Authrix” Alpha testing phase between Lukas
Mahl referred als “Authrix” or “we” and the client, referred as “you” or “user”.
§1

Validity of Terms and Conditions and Data Use Policy

Those Terms and Conditions are valid during the registration and account managing process only.
As soon as your register within the actual Authrix system new Terms and Conditions and Data Use
policies will apply. You confirm that you will make sure to keep yourself updated about all future
versions of the Terms and Conditions and the Data Use Policy. We will inform you via your registered
email address if this document should change. Furthermore a copy of the current version of the
Terms and Conditions may be obtained by contacting us per email (hello@authrix.com) or online
(https://authrix.com/doc/tos.pdf). When registering the user agrees to all regulations mentioned in
the actual document.
§2

Registering

Registering an account is free. When registering the user confirms to enter valid personal data and
to not abuse or exploit the registration system. Each user is only allowed to enter once. Authrix may
block, delete and reject users or IP addresses without giving reasons. When registering the user is
accepted in the user pool, the user has no guaranteed access to the Alpha testing phase when
registering. As soon as the system is ready Authrix will select a given amount of random people,
who will be able to join the system. Authrix may cancel or abort the Alpha testing phase at any time,
there is no guarantee that the Alpha testing will take place. There is also no guarantee when the
Authrix Alpha testing will take place. A user counts as registered when their email address has been
confirmed and if correct user details had been used for the registration. Each email registration link
will expire after 2 hours. If email verification fails Authrix support should be contacted.
§3

Alpha

The user will receive new Terms and Conditions and Data Use Policies when their Alpha account is
ready. The user is only allowed to register their account during a given time slot, which will be
mentioned in the confirmation email. If the user does not activate their account during this time slot,
the account will expire and Alpha access will be denied. There is no guarantee that the Alpha
account is available if a confirmation email was received. Registering an Alpha account is only
possible when agreeing to the Authrix Alpha Terms and Conditions and to a NDA agreement.
Additional users may be selected during the running Alpha test if there is capacity left, but there is
no guarantee. Each Alpha user will get free quota and resources to test the system, the actual
amount and scale may vary and is not guaranteed.
§4

Rejected registrations

Registered users, who have not been selected to participate in the Authrix Alpha testing will have
the opportunity to register for a Beta account instead. The respective Terms and Conditions for the
Beta account registration will apply and the user will receive a copy when registering. There is no
guarantee that registered users will get access to the Beta testing.
§5

Registered accounts

The user is not allowed to sell their registration. Non-profit sharing or transfer with third party people
is allowed.
§6

Feature suggestions

Authrix oﬀers free Guaranteed Instant Alpha Access to people who provide Authrix with appropriate
and good feature suggestions. Authrix has the right to decide on those feature wishes and wether
they are eligible for free Guaranteed Instant Alpha access. Authrix has the right to deny feature
suggestions without giving reasons.
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Reserving a username

Authrix allows the user to reserve a username, which they can use in the Authrix system as soon as
they Alpha has been started. During the whole Alpha and Beta process this username will be stored
in the Authrix database and ready to be used. When registering on the Authrix system the user may
choose a diﬀerent username or redeem the reserved username. If the reserved username is not
redeemed or expires after Beta has been ended it will be freed and available for anyone to register.
The reserved username may be decided or deleted without giving reasons. It is not allowed to use
copyrighted, illegal, advertising or fraudulent texts within the username. Authrix does not guarantee
that the username will be available at the end.
§7

Additional regulations for users of “Authrix Guaranteed Instant Alpha Access”

Users may receive an invitation for the Authrix Alpha access. This invitation can be accepted until
Alpha has been ended. An invitation key entitles the user to access the Authrix alpha system
immediately after Alpha has been started. This guarantee is cancelled if the user obtained a sold
invitation or used provided wrong data when registering. There is no guarantee for access or
compensation when there is no Authrix Alpha testing.
§8

Invitations of third party people

Certain accounts have the possibility to invite other people to join the Guaranteed Authrix Alpha as
well. Those invited third party persons face the same rules as other invited or registered people.
Authrix may reduce or cancel the invitation contingent for individual users without giving reasons.
There is no guarantee that the user will be able to use all assigned contingents. Invitations must not
be sold and are bound to an individual email address. Each invitation will be subtracted from the
available contingent and can not be changed once sent. In individual cases Authrix may be able to
delete or alter the sent invitation.
§9

Deleting an invitation or registration

If the user wishes to delete their invitation entry or registration they should send a request to Authrix
per email (hello@authrix.com) containing their account ID or email address. Authrix may take
measures to confirm the identify of the requester and will complete the order as soon as possible.
§10

Final statement

Authrix Alpha access is a free oﬀer from Authrix for interested people to gain insight into the Authrix
system before launch and explore its capabilities. Authrix neither contracts any agreements nor any
obligations. Furthermore German substantive law applies to all disputes.
Data Use Policy
Besides the entered user data (first name, last name, email address and desired username) Authrix
gathers the IP address and time of submission to secure ourself against any kind of abuse. All
collected or gathered data will stay within Authrix and is not shared with third party companies or
people. Authrix processes the data for internal research and analysis to select random people to
participate in the Authrix Alpha. Authrix may distribute the data between its servers. Authrix
observers all applicable regulations connected to data collection and analyses. Your data is
transferred encrypted, but stored unencrypted on our servers in order to be able to process it.
Authrix uses an internal statistics tool to evaluate and analyse user visits. This internal tool uses
cookies to identify users. If you wish to not be tracked you can use your browsers “Do not Track”
feature. This will disable any tracking measures for your browser. This data stays on our servers and
is not shared with third party people or companies.
*** END OF DOCUMENT ***
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*** COMMENT *** THIS IS NOT PART OF THE TERMS OF SERVICE ! ***
For any questions or concerns regarding the Terms of Service or Data Use
Policy please get back to us:
hello@authrix.com
Please keep yourself updated - we will inform you about any changes.
Please keep in mind that Authrix Alpha is a free offer from Authrix to
you, the only thing we expect from you in return is to behave
accordingly.
If you behave decent and fair we will keep our side of the bargain.
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